
Unity Simulation RPG



About This Project

Map and menu icons drawn in Inkscape

This project aims to develop a retro-style 
simulation RPG from scratch. Main parts 
of the game are:

1. Simulation Part: player will prepare 
to invade enemy territories

2. Battle Part: player fights enemies to 
recover territories

The goal of the game is to liberate all 
enemy territories. So far, all components 
are made by me (UI, scripts, illustrations, 
visual effects).



Video Of Current Progress

Link to Video: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vHHd6C3vjwO5_EH5e6vzngxxANIzipf9/view?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1vHHd6C3vjwO5_EH5e6vzngxxANIzipf9/preview
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vHHd6C3vjwO5_EH5e6vzngxxANIzipf9/view?usp=sharing


Simulation Part
In the Simulation Part, player trains and evolves units to prepare for the battle part. 
The time allowed for preparation depends on remaining food (consumed each day).
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Simulation Part - Character Menu
Check character status. Train and evolve characters.

Character 
Status Skills

Displays description of skill 
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List of Characters
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Buttons



Simulation Part - Training a Character

Select training course to grow character status. Character could develop a 
personality, which boosts the status.

Course Selection Event

Player’s response to training 
events change the 

character’s hidden status. 
Character develops a 

personality when certain 
conditions are met. 

Character’s status changes 
depending on its personality.

Results

Trained character’s status 
grows depending the 

selected course. 
Character may develop a 

personality.



Simulation Part - Evolve a Character
Use an item to evolve a character. Status grows and new skill is acquired. Unlike 

training, evolving takes multiple days.
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*Each item has a risk level. Status growth is determined randomly from a Gaussian distribution centered 
around the expected value. The variance of the distribution increases with risk level.



Battle Part
Battle is a turn-based command battle inspired by games like Pokemon and Dragon Quest.
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Future Plans

❏ Find a way to save game progress

❏ Add animations, music, sound effects, and visual effects

❏ Show tutorials throughout the game

❏ Implement more intelligent battle AI (currently, characters simply choose a 

random skill and target)


